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It Needs To Look Good
Graphic and Packaging Design

“Packaging should always communicate what is inside.
We can do this for you!”
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Now is the time!
Now that your product is ready to go, get it out there!
However, to move a product forward to market takes more
than just a great idea.
In our work to uncover customer insights, build visual
strategies and support your new product development
initiatives, we are constantly looking for new ways to gain a
deeper understanding of a consumer’s reality. Getting inside
people’s heads and hearts is what we do.
Our graphic design department specializes in product and
company promotion. In the final stages of product development, our graphic design department can deliver your
product to the outside world with function and expertise. We
cover all styles of print and promotions as well as electronic
mediums to Australia and internationally.
It feels good to see your product in the market place.

Corporate Identity: Branding
Every business or product needs to fit under a set of
distinctive characteristics, values, cultures and philosophies;
this is known as a Corporate Identity.
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The corporate identity is conveyed in a name, symbolic
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reference, logo, graphic and a distinctive set of colours to
identity the company or product apart from the competition.
At Nybro our graphic design department can build you a
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corporate identity that will increase your companies value
and how the target market perceives your company and
your products. A corporate image is essential when
increasing the brand equity of your business, product and
organization. A corporate identity involves all documentation that represents the company visually. This may be
expressed by a Logo, letterhead, business card and so on.

Our own Nybro Corporate Identity displayed across
several print media.
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Packaging
From the days of woven reed baskets and wooden boxes,
packaging is an essential part of product marketing and has
been around almost as long as man.
At Nybro we can sort out your packaging and design by
developing a distinct edge of creative marketing and visual
appeal for your product to meet the outside world.
Today we have a vast array of alternatives for packaging.
These include boxes, blister packs, Clamshell packs,
backing cards, foams and blow moulded hard case plastics.

Box packing and design of Nybro’s products

Promotion & Marketing
In today’s digital age marketing has become highly important in the business place. The role of marketing and
promotion is to communicate ideas and products, engage
new customers with your business and increase your
company’s image and sales.
The main object in marketing is to generate awareness and
increase your target market’s perception of your idea,
product or business; increasingly enticing the consumer to
purchase. With a carefully planned corporate identity and
market strategy, your business can become very successful
in communicating your product or service to the world and
meeting objectives.
To gain competitive advantage your company must be
projected to your target market in a manner that leaves
them visually “wowed”. This can occur via advertising,
catalogues, mail outs etc. Sometimes your biggest marketing tool is your image.

Increase your business revenue with an effective sales
and marketing campaign.
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Corporate Identity: Branding
Logos
Letterheads
Business Cards
Cd Cases
Presentation Folders
Envelopes
Notepads

Packaging Design
General Packaging
Labelling
Prototyping
Corporate Product Branding
Manuals
Swing Tags

Optimise your design with a CMYK colour mixing
system.

Promotion and Marketing
Brochures

Posters

Flyers

Newsletters

Magazine Design

Calendars

Advertisements

Bookmarks

Catalogues

Desk Pads

Post Cards

Banner Stands

Stickers

Signage

Business Stationary

Mailing Labels

Printing
Digital, Offset & Plan

UV Coating

Sticker Printing

Matt

Vinyl Printing

Gloss

Use the latest printing technology to produce the look

Large Format Printing

Uncoated

& feel you like.

Metalix

Screen Printing

Notes:

Applicable Patents & Registered Design Numbers Held at Nybro

